Dear President Zuma,

For generations and generations the big 5 has brought people from all over the world to South Africa.

When you have the privilege to be in the African bush and experience the magic around these animals you realize that it can’t and will never be replaced by anything else. At the alarming rate that the big 5 especially Rhinos are slaughtered they will be extinct in the next generation of humans.

How sad will an African sunset be without the roar of the king our lion, how empty will an open grassveld be without a rhino grazing, how dull the rocky outcrops without the beauty of a leopard, how quite the bush without the trumpeting of the gentle giants and how cowardly the plains without the braveness of the buffalo.

Dear President Zuma, we know that you can make a difference, deploy troops on our borders, use the Rooivalk helicopters for patrolling and support wonderful organizations such as One More Generation.

STOP THE KILLING OF THE BIG 5, IT WHAT KEEPS OUR BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY UNIQUE!!!

Thank you Carter and Olivia for your amazing work in America.

Kind regards,

MENZO

www.menzo.co.za

Menzo says: "Life is GAU!!! GAU means Cool. LIVE it, LOVE it, LEARN from it and GIVE BACK!!!